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THE Elizabeth Gaskell letters printed below all come from 
the period of a few months in 1862-3. Mrs Gaskell was by 

that time an established author with her major work behind her 
 she died in 1865 at the age of fifty-five and she had acquired 
a wide circle of friends with whom she carried on a lively 
exchange of letters. While the eight presented here were all 
addressed to a single one of her numerous correspondents, they 
illustrate several themes which are of interest to students and 
amateurs of Mrs Gaskell her travels, her concern with her 
daughters' activities, and visits to Oxford. Much more important, 
however, these letters demonstrate an aspect of Mrs Gaskell's 
life in the early 1860s that is almost entirely absent from The 
letters of Mrs Gaskell (J. A. V. Chappie & A. Pollard, editors; 
Harvard University Press, 1967), a book which bids fair to be 
come the standard collection of the novelist's correspondence. 
And that aspect is the cotton famine. The great events of public 
life in Manchester and environs in the first half of that decade 
all centred on the deep depression which the American civil war 
brought to the area by cutting off supplies of raw cotton on 
which the dominant local industry, the means of livelihood for 
hundreds of thousands, almost entirely depended. Mrs Gaskell's 
assessment of the cotton famine and her reactions to its impact, 
her concern for the destitute, and her involvement in relief work 
are the important elements of her biography which these letters 
serve to convey and to document.

The recipient of the letters, Mr Vernon Lushington, had long 
been a friend of the Gaskell family like his brother Godfrey 
and other Lushingtons a friend who was intimate enough to be 
referred to as 'Cousin V in some of Mrs Gaskell's letters of 
1862. He was a barrister in London with chambers in the Temple, 
a man of keen social conscience, active in such philanthropic
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endeavours as workers' education and the relief of destitution. 
The letters he received from Mrs Gaskell were preserved by his 
daughter, Miss Susan Lushington, at Ockham Hall, Hampshire. 
They are at present the property of Mr Godfrey Lushington 
Norris of 13 Queen Anne Street, London, W.I.

Dating presents few problems in these letters for though Mrs 
Gaskell was habitually remiss in this regard the envelopes, 
which in most cases were preserved with the originals, supply the 
dates of mailing. These have been verified by comparison with 
items written at roughly the same time which are printed in 
The letters of Mrs Gaskell. In only three cases does there appear 
to be any uncertainty. In the cases of III and IV no dates are 
given on the face of the letters and both of the envelopes are 
missing. On internal evidence it seems to be clear that they were 
written in the sequence suggested and that both must come 
before the letter of 9 April. The remaining problem concerns the 
last of these letters. Here there appears to be a real confusion of 
dates and it is not easy to resolve it. The advertisement referred 
to in this letter appeared in the Manchester Guardian on Satur 
day, 7 February 1863, The letter was begun on Sunday the 8th 
and according to the cancellation stamp on the envelope it was 
mailed on Monday the 9th. Presumably the crisis with which the 
letter deals led Mrs Gaskell to write 'Tuesday' when she was 
writing on Sunday, and in addition to put down '4th F'by' when 
she must have meant the 8th.

I
46 Plymouth Grove
Tuesday, April 1st. [Envelope: Manchester

Apr. 1/62] 
Dear Mr. Lushington:

I think I shall parody part of your letter and say 'I am a mother, I know it'; 
and therefore I suppose I cannot help spoiling my children a little; which means 
to say T am sending your most kind letter on to Florence by tonight's post (it 
only came just now, 6[?] P.M.) and telling her that if she has no particular 
reason for wishing to stay longer (& Thursday or Friday was the limit fixed for 
her stay at the Thompson's) at Wimbledon, I should like her to avail herself of 
your offer; but that if she does wish to, anyhow she is to send her decision to 
you immediately; and I rather expect that she will accept your escort; and if so 
she will take care to be at Euston Square at the time named. She is so young- 
looking, and has never yet travelled alone, or else we should not have felt 
anxious to put her under some friendly charge, I thank you for remembering 
our wish. I did once think that if she came with you she might be left to travel 
on here alone from Crewe; but on consideration I believe I must trouble you, if 
it is not really inconvenient to bring her on here as it will be dark, & often the 
most disagreeable people get [on] in the evening for short distances; it is on a 
hunting-line. Of course you understand that only means if you should not find 
that there is any one with whom you think, she may be trusted coming straight 
on to Manchester. I hope all this is clear tho' I am writing in the greatest 
possible hurry. You will find your room and a welcome ready for you, if you
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are so very good as to bring Florence on to Manchester and any how our 
thanks are most truly yours, & the room & the welcome whenever you choose 
to come for them.

I am so glad you like Mr. Fairbairn 1  but I have not time for a word more.
Yours very truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell

n
fn.d. on envelope, Manch., Apr. 4/62]

Dear Mr. Lushington: 
Do you know you left your copy of 'Good Words' here? Meta 2 is full of

guilty feelings because of her unconscious 'kleptomania' last night: and would
fain have it sent after you; but I say I shall keep it until you come again, at
any rate,

Yours very truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell.

Friday Morning \ past 9 dated in order to show how soon our consciences
began to smite us with a sense of dishonesty.

Tuesday 
Dear Mr. Lushington:

Thank you very much for many and various things; more than I have time 
now to go into at length. My mouth sympathetically waters at the idea of the 
t ? ]. I am so busy I should not write to you now but for two things; No! 
Not even gratitude would compel me.

1st. It is said and believed by every one here that the 'Lancashire lad's' 
letters3 are fictitious; there is strong internal evidence for supposing them so, 
at any rate. But there is no doubt about the distress; bad enough in Manchester; 
infinitely worse at Blackburn and Preston: & in South Lancashire generally. 
Here, as it is, if it does not become worse, we have had it worse before; in 1857, 
(American panic, ) and 1847 (railways.)4 But we fear its becoming worse;  
it will be; if the American War is likely to come to a speedy conclusion; so one's 
interests clash terribly. If there is a prospect of American cotton in the next 2 
years, people won't encourage the growth of Indian, (thereby dwarfing a good 
market for their manufactured goods, for if the Indians have no work in 
canal-making, cotton picking etc., they can't buy our Manchester goods); nor 
will the manufacturers alter their machinery so as to use up Indian cotton, at a 
great expense; if the said machinery has to be re-altered at the end of next year. 
The cotton harvest comes in July. Some people say we have touched our worst 
as to the distress: but I fear not, very much.

Next as to in what manner any sum you might send cd be best distributed,  
most wisely as well as most kindly, for a very public thing for the whole of 
S. Lancashire there is to be a great collection through the district & the Mayor 
of Manchester would most probably head our Manchester subscriptions; & 
would receive contributions of Mr. Gaskell of course. Next, if you wish to give 
to Manchester proper, the District Provident Society is taking the supple 
mentary work of the Poor Law Guardians; educated men are working hard at 
distributing relief after enquiry; the office is open from 6 A.M. till 11 P.M.; 
and the utmost pains & kindness is [sic] shown in the distribution of relief by 
private individuals, friends of ours on the Committee I enclose the address of 
one, Charles J. Herford Esq 

Acomb Street 
Green Heys

Manchester.
he is on the Committee and would conscientiously make your money go as far 
as he cd. I enclose a paper slip about the Society & another paper, sent to 
subscribers, showing how they are meeting cases with private exertion.
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Again if you would like to have it given to any particular class of cases  
Travers Madge, living right amongst them would, I am sure, undertake to 
distribute any money to a specified set of people factory girls, able-bodied men 
seeking work & getting none, or to whomsoever you liked in fact; and in a 
thoroughly wise & conscientious spirit 

Travers Madge Esq. 
2 Trafford Place 
Stretford Road 
Manchester.

He was here yesterday; So there are 3 ways; I, myself being Manchester, should 
prefer either of the last; but there is no doubt that there are other towns far 
worse off, which would be included in the general 5. Lancashire subscription. 

Please, Meta wants to read Mr. Harrison5 (she is honour & secrecy itself ) 
& has no time here; so I am going to take it to Oxford to give her a chance; & 
I will either send it to you, or give it to you on Sunday, which will be better.

Yours truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell

IV

46 Plymouth Grove, Wednesday, Apr ? [sic] 
Dear Mr. Lushington:

1 do thank you heartily for your cheque.6 1 do not think you know how much 
good it will do, at least I hope so; and we will do our best to make it do so. 
We have been talking over how to make it go the farthest, & wondering oh! it 
is of no use wearying you with all our long conversation as to what we had 
better do with it; I will give you the results in brief. We think of using part of it 
in allowing 6d or 8d a week to the poor old women, whom my daughters know 
well, & who at present have only the workhouse allowance; barely enough for 
the cheapest, poorest food, only just enough to keep life in. They have worked 
hard all their working-yrs, poor old friendless women, and now often crave and 
sicken after a 'taste of bacon' or something different to the perpetual oat-meal. 
Meta says "her old women will bless you all their lives long', if through you they 
gain the power of adding to their food. This sounds very carnal; but I feel sure 
you can understand it: and I feel equally sure that not a penny will be wasted or 
given where it will go in drink. Then some of it will go in paying some poor for 
work done for other poor, occasionally it is such real help to both parties to 
pay one woman wanting employment, to nurse another who is sick, over 
powered besides her illness, by the care of her family, or a man, laid by for a 
time, while there is no one to look after him. Again I can give sewing- 
employment, as I told you but I was not sure if you quite liked that plan from 
your silence, only we have found it to work well; & the work to be begged and 
implored for, as if it was the greatest boon, & it is so pathetic to have that 
asking for work, . However, 1 know you will trust us, won't you and 
(though I see all I have said seems to relate only to women,) there are many 
ways surging up in my mind in which 1 know that at this time, i.e. of slackness 
of employment men can benefit by money or money's worth (without having 
their just sense of independence injured) by help which comes as from friend to 
friend. I thank you again; & deeply. Was not yesterday a lovely day with just 
a touch of north wind to give the air a fresh sharpness? We had little 'Mabel' in 
the garden for part of our morning's occupation.

As I hope you know you are always welcome, if it is only for the pleasure 
of 'bullying you', and playing Chopin at you, which is called 'educating 
your taste' by some people.

Yours very truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell
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[n.d. On envelope Apr. 9, 1862, Manch.] 
Dear Mr. Lushington:

Don't be frightened I shall not worry you with letters; but 1 must [illegible] 
you your blessing. Before lunch Meta marched off to an old woman to give her 
her first 8d a week. Of course she would not take the gratitude to herself but 
told the white trembling old woman it was 'a gentleman' etc. The poor creature 
lifted up her hands and said 'Lord help him! Lord help him and land him safe 
in heaven' and then wanted to know all about you, and why you did not come 
and see her, before planning out the 8d. She has I/- a week for food, so you 
may fancy what an addition 8d is! Was it not a pretty blessing 'Land him safe 
in heaven'!

Now you shall not be troubled with perpetual thanks; but I will remain
Yours ungratefully, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell 

Wednesday afternoon.

46 Plymouth Grove, April 25th [1862] 
Dear Mr. Lushington:

Will you do me a favour, and call on your neighbour Mr. W. (I think) 
Thackeray Marriott, 7, King's Bank Walk, Temple?. He would like extremely 
to know you; if you have the leisure to spare for a new acquaintance. I think I 
told you about him; a Cambridge man who came to one of our Manchester 
parishes as curate; and did every kind of good in his power for two or three yrs; 
a popular preacher etc., etc.; all the time declining to take priest's orders, and 
at last breaking with his profession entirely, on acct. of difference of doctrine 
(Fais ce que dois advienne que pouvra,) and not feeling 'what will my parish do 
without me' working by faith and not by sight; and now he is struggling at 
law, close by you. So will you know him?

We go to Oxford on Wednesday in time for May morning after all; and will 
send back Mr. Harrison's Diary before that day.

In the usual greatest haste,
Yours very truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell.

, Cowley House, Oxford,
Tuesday, [on envelope 

Oxford, May 6/62] 
Dear Mr. Lushington,

I am sending you back Mr. Harrison's Diary by today's post; though we are 
not quite sure if you meant either Mr. or Mrs. Brodie7 to see it; you said some 
thing about this to Meta as you were going away; but she did not quite under 
stand you, and we have agreed that it will be better to return it straight to you; 
and leave it to you to lend it to them, if they wish to see it. Meta says she does 
not think she ever read anything more interesting; and I almost agree with her; 
it is like a set of well-drawn and life-like portraits which it is always so pleasant 
& absorbing to study; and I cannot help liking (you know I would have helped 
it, if I could) all that Mr. Harrison says and deduces from what he saw. May 
Meta keep the W.M.C. Magazine8 entirely? If [sic] is it to be returned? I do 
not forget that we have several of your things which are to be returned.

Thank you too for your note; I hope we shall manage to see your brother's 
rooms before we leave; and we are very much obliged to him for his kind
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permission. I was particularly glad of your note; as I think we, (Gaskells) 
rather felt that the claims of other friends had somehow prevented our seeing 
as much of you as at a quieter time. We have had a rainy morning, but we are 
hoping it will be fine in the afternoon, when Meta and 1 are going to hear the 
organ played in Exeter Chapel, & Mr. Harcourt 9 is going to take Florence, 
Margaret and Ida 10 over several colleges. We leave on Monday I am sorry to 
say; Meta takes Florence to Winchester & then joins me in London, & we shall 
have a day's hard hunting for airy lodgings not too far from the Exhibition, & 
then we two go for a fortnight abroad; to Paris on business in the first instance; 
& then to sketch in Normandy & Brittany. That reminds me of something I 
forgot to ask you on Sunday; a friend of ours, half an artist himself, wants 
very much to know Mr. Rossetti, and has asked me for an introduction to him. 
At any other time I should not have scrupled to give it; especially as Mr. 
Darbishire 11 is well able to buy pictures: as well as being I think quite a person 
to appreciate Mr. Rossetti; but do you think I may give a stranger an introduc 
tion to him just now; one would be so sorry to seem to intrude impertinently 
on his grief? 1 '2 And also, what is his address?

Yours very truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell.

vra
Tuesday night

4th. F'by. [envelope date Manch.
Feb. 9/63] 

My dear Mr. Lushington:
If you knew the fright we have been in you would not have wondered at my 

ingratitude, as you ought to have been doing, when you never received any 
thanks for all your kindness! But last night 10 P.M. Saturday too and 
many posts shut up, Marianne startled us all by reading out an advertisement 
'Merrie England sails on the morning of the 10th (Tuesday).' 13

Ship papers, & Mr. Walcott's letter all said lltlr. but if she missed her passage! 
money paid, etc.! Yet she was a great way off, & her final outfit not completed, 
her boxes here, & not painted with her name, & before we could settle what to 
do, bedtime had come. However, it is of no use worrying you with details; by 
dint of telegraphing, sending for her, packing up, & unpacking, & repacking all 
is right, and we have got our breaths and our moral feelings back again; and 
now I have time to say how all through the day I have been thinking of your 
untiring goodness & helpfulness. I wish I could do something for you; but I will, 
if ever you will give me the opportunity.

Will you direct, you may read if you like for perhaps you may know some 
thing of the subject, the enclosed letter to Mr. Furnivall? 14

Yours really gratefully & truly, 
Sgd E. C. Gaskell.

NOTES
1 Sir William Fairbairn, an engineer and at this time the president of the 

British Association, was a friend of the Gaskell family.
2 'Meta' was Margaret Emily, the second of Mrs Gaskell's four daughters, 

born in 1837.
3 A series of letters, signed 'A Lancashire lad', appeared in The Times 

beginning 14 April 1862. They made much of the unmerited sufferings of 
the operatives in the cotton districts on the one hand and of their nobility 
under distress on the other, and they appealed for help from the nation in 
the face of what was counted a national calamity.

4 Two of the severe depressions of earlier years, still acute in the memories of 
those confronted by the cotton famine of the early '60s.
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5 Mr Frederic Harrison, London barrister, a leading figure in the British 
Positivist movement, and a writer whose articles in such periodicals as the 
Fortnightly were influential at the time. The reference here is to his account 
of a visit to the textile-producing area of Lancashire and Yorkshire in the 
autumn of 1861. See his Autobiographic memoirs (1911), I, p. 257.

6 Vernon Lushington had collected money, presumably in London, for sup 
port of relief work among the destitute workers who were the hapless 
victims of the cotton famine. See Mrs Gaskell's letter to Marianne, Wed. 
[7 May 1862], in Chappie & Pollard, pp. 685-7.

7 Mr Benjamin Brodie was professor of chemistry at Oxford. He and his wife 
were hosts to Mrs Gaskell at Cowley House.

8 The Working Men's College Magazine, a regular publication of the London 
educational institution.

9 Mr A. G. Harcourt, Mr Brodie's 'assistant chemical student' at Christ 
Church, Oxford.

10 Florence was Mrs Gaskell's third daughter, born in 1842, and Margaret 
was 'Meta', her older sister. It is not clear who Ida was.

11 One of many friends by that name in Manchester.
12 Rossetti's wife died 11 February 1862.
13 Mrs Gaskell's eldest daughter^ born 1834. What follows relates to the 

passage of a Mrs Reagan (or Ryan) and child to Sydney, Australia, paid for 
by the Gaskells. See Mrs Gaskell's letter of 7 February 1863 in Chappie & 
Pollard, pp. 699-700.

14 F. J. Furnivall, a Christian Socialist, was one of the founders of the Working 
Men's College and was active in its work.


